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Objectives

Data edits and estimation methods may affect
the estimates of the parameters used in the
MACE evaluation. The objective of this work
was to check the sensitivity of intemational
ranking of sires to changes in the parameters
used.

Material and Methods

Beside the official INTERBULL 0TB ) and
Canadian (CAN) MACE evaluations for
production run in August 1995, six different
test runs were performed using genetic
evaluations from six countries available in
luly 1995. The countries werc Carnda, France,
Germany, Italy, tlre Netherlands and the USA.
The trait considered was plotein yield, and all
the comparisons were made on proofs on the
Carndiaa units and base.

The Canadian and INTERBULL MACE
official evaluations used different data edits,
genetic correlations and sire variances (Table
1).

Of the test runs, Test 1 used the same data
and parameters as in the Canadian MACE,
but the same genetic correlations as the
INTERBULL run. Test 2 had the same data as
in the Canadian MACE, but gmetic
correlations and the sire variances were from
the INTERBULL run.

The other four runs had the same data and
parameters as the ones used in the Canadian
MACE, except that Canadian sire sandard
deviations oygls 2slifigially dunged: Test 3
(+10%), Test 4 (+20%), Test 5 C10%) and Test
6 (-20"/").

Results and discussions

Genetic correlations were very similar
betwem the INTERBULL and the Canadian
run (maximun difference was 4Vo, with most
differmces being between 1% and ?/.). Thus,
using the same correlation as for the
INTERBULL run, did barely affect the ranking
of the bulls.

DUfermces between estimated sfue
standard deviations were for most countsies
5% or less, except for ltaly, with Canadian
estinrates 15% lower than those estimated by
INTERBULL.

Further research carried out by the
INTERBULL Centre @anos, personal
communication) and by Schaeffer has shown
that the method previously used in Canada
tends to underestimate sire variances, and
new prograrns aie now in place. However,
other factors sudr as data edits mav affect the
estimates of the sire variances.

Between the two official runs, the Iargest
differences were to be found on the ranking
of the Iralian bulls. The average rank of the
first 20 was 504 for INTERBULL and 155 for
the Canadian MACE (Iable 2).

However, when also the sire variances
estirEted by INTERBULL were used, the
ranking became morc similar to INTERBULL,
especially for the ltalian bulls flable 2).

Changing the Canadian sire standard
deviation did affect the ranking of the
Canadian bulls. When the standard devi,ation
was assumed to be higher than the one
estimated, the Canadian bulls perfomred
more poorly. At a 10% increase, the average
rank of the first 20 slipped hom 208 to 297,
and at a 207o increase it slipped further to
422 Instead, wh€n the standard deviation was
assumed to be lo$'er than the one estinated,
the average rank of the top 20 bulls increased
to 135 ( at -10%) and to 86 ( at -20%). The
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average ran}' of the bulls from the other
countries was only slightly affected. The
number of Canadian bulls in the top 100
(table 3) went from 4 (in the officiat Canadian
run), to 7 (at -10o/d, to 12 (at -20%).

Changing the Canadian sire standard
deviations did not have almost any effect on
the standard deviation of the MACE proofs of
the Canadian bulls. However, it did drange
the standard deviation of the MACE proofs of
foreign bulls when expressed on the Canadian
scale. When the Canadian standard deviation
was assumed to be less than that estimated,
the foreign bull proofs were rescaled to a
smaller standard deviation and their MACE
proofs were more regressed around the mean
(Table 4). On the contrary, when the
Canadian sire standard deviation was larger
than that estimated foreign proofs were over
scaled (Table 5).

Conclusions

As already noted by others (Schaeffer et. al.,
1995; Banos, personal corrmunication) the

intemational sire ranking seems to be affected
more by the sire variances tlun by other
factors. Small changes in the gmetic
correlations, as those considered in the sh.rdy,
seem to have very little impact.

On the other hand, results indicate tl|at the
international ranking may be affected by the
relative value of sire variances. Even though
the differences may not be very large when
considered within country, they may sum up
if they are in opposite directions for djfferent
countries. Since estimates of sire variances
may be affected by the methods used to
estimate them as well as by the data edits, it
is important that an agreement based on
research results be found to define the best
procedures for intemational evaluations.
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Table 1. Parameters and data used in the official MACE INTERBULL evaluations (ITB), Canadian (CAN)
and in the test runs

MACE EVALUATIONS

CAN Test I
r(G)

Test 2

r(G)+V

DATA

r(G)

var.(sire)

Bulls from 81,
No imports

CAN

CAN

All bulls,
Some imports

ITB

ITB

Bulls from 81, Bulls from 81,
No importg No imports

ITB

CAN

ITB

ITB

MACE EVALUATIONS

I est J
+10"/.

Test 4
+20%

Test 5
-70v.

Test 6
-20v.

DATA

r(G)

Var.(sire)

Can SD

Bulls from 81,
No imports

CAN

CAN

CAN+107.

Bulls from 81,
No imports

CAN

CAN

CAN+20%

CAN

CAN

cAN-l00/.

CAN

CAN

cAN-20./.

Bulls from 81, Bulls from 81,
No imports No imports
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Table 2. Average rank of the first 20 bulls by country of first proof and MACE run

Country ITB r(G)+V r(G) CAN +10o/" +20% -70o/" -no/"

237 242 234 208 D7 422 135 86
57 38 57 55 53 52 59 69

257 166 176 155 r49 747 166 r89
604 511 E7 267 ?il 249 2n 300
43 40 47 38 37 36 44 53
3233293135373336

CAN
FRA
GER
ITA
NLD
USA

Table 3. Number of bulls in the first 100 for protein, by country of first proof and MACE run

Country MB r(G)+v (G) CAN +70/" +20% -10Y. -nV.

CAN
FRA
GER
ITA
NLD
USA

Table 4. Standard deviation of MACE proofs for protein on Canadian base, by country of proof and bulls
birth year, for Test 5 (Gn SD -20%)

Country 1984 1985 r985 1989 1990

433422772
22 22 18 77 18 19 15 15
267777775
33444444
23 20 18 2i 25 25 20 18
42 45 50 45 44 43 47 46

19881987

CAN
FRA
GER
ITA
NLD
USA

7.00
4,M
4.49
5.22
4.47
4.54

7.07
4.43
4.81
4.93
4.89
4.18

6.89
s.03
5.72
425
5.16
4.19

5.48
4.62
5.15
4.45

420

5.08
3.92
4.96
4.10
4.67
3.79

5.69
4.44
5.51
3.89
5.55
4.22

5,t /
454
4.82
3.89
5.14

Table 5. Standard deviation of MACE proofs for protein on Carudian base, by counby of proof and bulls
birth year, for Test 4 (Can SD +20%)

Country r984 1988 1989 r9B0198719851985

CAN
FRA
GER
ITA
NLD
USA

b.JJ
7.43
b.35
6.45

7.74
6.46
o./J
7.07
7.02
5.94

7.U
7.8
7.14
6.00
729
5.94

5.01
538
6.75
Eqt
729
5.82

554
555
7.78
5.18
7 3
544

J./ J
6.35
7.56
5.51
7.70
6.00

5.10
5.76
7.t4
5.51
6.6
557
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